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The best-selling picture book is now available as a board book.I am Black / I am Unique / I am the

creamy white frost in vanilla ice cream / and the milky smooth brown in a chocolate bar...Using

simple poetic language and stunning photographs, Sandra and Myles Pinkney have created a

remarkable book of affirmation for African-American children. Photographic portraits and striking

descriptions of varied skin tones, hair texture, and eye color convey a strong sense of pride in a

unique heritage. A joyous celebration of the rich diversity among African-Americans.
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I have to respond to the unfavorable reviews calling it racist (or, as they put it, reviving the one-drop

rule) to describe white-looking mixed-race kids as "black." I am mixed (50/50 African and European,

so classified by most North Americans as black). My husband is white, and my son is also

completely white-looking, as far as anyone I've met can tell. (People are often very surprised that he

could be my son.) There are really, really good reasons to encourage a black identity in kids like my

son. First off, the white-looking kids in these pics probably have siblings, parents, grandparents and

cousins who do "look black"--it's not racist for them to want to be part of all the cultures that

comprise their family. Kids who "look white" may have cultural connections that most uninformed

observers would not suspect. That's not the one-drop rule: it's life in the 21st century.By contrast,



there's no need for special positive reinforcement of white identity--he gets that in the hundreds of

other kids' books he has where the main characters (or all the characters) are white. He gets that

from the culture, when people compliment his white features (such beautiful blond hair! such lovely

green eyes!). If mixed parents like us didn't offer positive reinforcement of black and African culture

and identity, a child who looks ours could go through life completely ignoring the part of his heritage

and culture that comes from his African grandmother, aunties, uncles and cousins. He could absorb

mainstream cultural values that valorize white as good and normal--and devalue blackness as

deviant, bad or simply invisible. I'm surprised and delighted to find a book that encourages kids of all

"shades," including his, to feel good about their black culture and identity.
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